
Villa Hedgehog
MOTOVUN



Villa Hedgehog

LIVING AREA

300 m2
PLOT SIZE

6.500 m2
PRICE

2.300.000 €

BATHROOMS

5
ROOMS

4

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated



A HACIENDA IN ISTRIA
Villa Hedgehog, with panoramic view on the river Mirna valley, is situated in relaxing area of place Livade, famous for its truffle’s festival. Villa Hedgehog is
renovated old hacienda from 1868 and offers tranquillity and discretion. Restored in typical Istrian traditional style, with its original Istrian stones ( from the
old house), oak wood and beech, Villa Hedgehog is placed on the property of 6500m2 with its own olive grove, space for gym  and elegant wine cellar and

swimming pool from where you can enjoy timeless view on the city Motovun and River Mirna valley. Villa is restored with modern high-quality materials, built
in AC system and floor heating, and was constructed in 2016.  It was constructed on two levels, ground floor with living room and kitchen which are

connected to the garden and a swimming pool, outdoor grill and summer kitchen. On the ground floor, there is also a bedroom for quests with its own
bathroom, small toilet, wine cellar, gym room, and engine room. On the first floor, there are three bedrooms with its own bathrooms, oriented on the south
and an office. Fireplace in the living room gives calming and inviting atmosphere even in the winter.  Villa has a garage for two cars and additional outdoor

parking space. Only an hour away from international airport Pula or Trieste, this elegant villa offers inspiring and tranquil atmosphere and is ideal for
summer holidays as well as winter house, and is the perfect getaway from busy city areas. Villa Hedgehog is in the very vicinity of the old city Motovun,
famous for its Motovun Film festival, and is surrounded by true Istrian woods and its own refined garden.  Only thirty minutes away from the sea, Villa

Hedgehog is ideal for sea lovers as well as inland Istria lovers, especially truffle lovers, since Villa Hedgehog is in the very center of the world famous truffle’s
region.  

AMENITIES
Pool  Parking  Furnished  Terrace  Balcony






